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THE MUNICIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL LANDSCAPE
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Source: Census SA, 2011

LAND COVER

This District Municipal Profile provides an overview of the current environmental status quo and current challenges within West Coast 
District Municipality.  The intention of the profile is to deepen awareness of environmental aspects within the District in order to highlight key 
considerations for future development planning. 
 
The District Municipal Profile is based on existing information made available by the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) in respect 
of the following thematic areas:  Environmental Management Governance; Environmental Programmes; Biodiversity; Waste Management; 
Air Quality; Climate Risk and Vulnerability; and Climate Change Mitigation.
 
West Coast District Municipality is one of six district municipalities in the Western Cape Province. Whilst it is the second largest District, 
accounting for 24.04% of the total area of the province, the District accommodates the third least number of people with a population of 
approximately 416,025 people in 116,979 households and a population density of 14.0 persons per km  (West Coast District Municipality 
IDP, 2017).
 
The District covers an area of 31,099km  and comprises of five local municipalities, namely: Matzikama, Cederberg, Bergrivier, Saldanha 
Bay and Swartland. It borders the Namakwa District (Northern Cape Province) to the north and northeast, the Cape Winelands District 
Municipality to the southeast, and the City of Cape Town to the south. All the local municipalities have access to the Atlantic Ocean in the 
West and are connected by the N7 national road with the exception of Saldanha Bay Local Municipality. The seat of the District is Moor-
reesburg (West Coast District Municipality IDP, 2017).
 
Emphasis has been placed on the southern part of the District which includes the Swartland and Saldanha Bay Local Municipalities where 
there has been a planned expansion of Saldanha Port.  This future expansion is set to play a significant part in driving the economy and 
elevating Saldanha as a Regional Economic Hub within the province. Saldanha Bay and Swartland are the fastest growing local municipali-
ties in the District. Thirty-five percent of the District’s population fall with the working potential group aged from 15–34 years (Statistics SA, 
2011).
 
The West Coast District Municipality’s economy is made up of different sectors, which includes all primary secondary and tertiary sectors. 
The largest three sectors are Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Business services (27%), followed by Manufacturing (17%) and lastly 
Agriculture, Fishing and Forestry (14%). The District has been the slowest growing (3.0%, 2005-2013) in the Province. However, it experi-
enced strong growth in its construction (6.2%) and commercial services (6.1%) sectors. The sectors that experienced a contraction over 
the 2005-2013 period were agriculture (-0.3%), manufacturing (-0.3%) and other (-3.0%) sectors (West Coast District Municipality IDP, 
2017).
 
The District is renowned for its coastal towns which are amongst the most visited destinations in the Western Cape because of the rich 
history and culture.  The West Coast District is also specifically popular for its natural flower display in parts of the Matzikama and Ceder-
berg areas as well as the Cederberg Mountains; the attractive seaside villages and pristine beaches at Yzerfontein, Paternoster and 
Lambertsbay; as well as the Rooibos cultivation area and the Langebaan Lagoon (IDP, 2017).
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Challenges
    Land transformation and natural habitat destruction by 
commercial farming
    Slow economic growth due unemployment and skills 
shortage

Proposed Interventions
    Adopt and strictly implement the Spatial Development 
Framework
    Raise awareness on the important of ecosystems and the 
dangers of natural habitat destruction
    Create job opportunities through the formulation of viable 
economic policy

Source: Department of Environmental Affairs (© GEOTERRAIMAGE - 2014).



 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT GOVERNANCE
Environmental governance refers to the processes of 
decision-making involved in the management and control of the 
environment and natural resources. South African municipalities 
perform environmental management functions, allocated to them 
in terms of the Constitution, the suite of National Environmental 
Management Acts as well as other sector specific legislations on 
powers and functions.
 
The National Environmental Management Act (Act No. 107 of 
1998) promotes the application of appropriate environmental 
management tools in order to ensure the integrated environmen-
tal management of activities.
 
Environmental Management in the West Coast District Munici-
pality is handled by its Environmental Management division 
which is responsible for implementing the environmental 
objectives of the District, provincial as well as national depart-
ments as there are several international environmental conven-
tions which have relevance to the West Coast District. These 
conventions include the Convention on Biodiversity; the Conven-
tion on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora; the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International 
Importance (Langebaan and Verlorenvlei); the Convention on 
the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage Sites; the 
African Convention on Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources; as well as the Convention on Migratory Species of 
Wild Animals (West Coast District Municipality IDP, 2017).
 
The following sector plans have been prepared and adopted by 
the District to manage the state of the environment and the 
associated planning parameters.
    Spatial Development Framework
    District Management Plan
    Integrated Coastal Management Program
    Integrated Environmental Program/Plan (Outdated)
    Estuary Management Plans (for important catchments)
    Integrated Waste Management Plan (outdated – new one 
being drafted)
    Air Quality Management Plan
    Disaster Management Plan
    Climate Change Strategy
    Master Plan for Bulk Water System
    Bulk Infrastructure Master Plan 

West Coast District Municipality has an Environmental Manage-
ment Framework (EMF), which was designed to feed environ-
mental considerations into other planning tools such as the 
Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and the Spatial Development 
Framework (SDF). The EMF is an important tool, which can align 
developmental projects with sustainability. Environmental 
Management within the West Coast District Municipality falls 
under the Municipal Environmental Management Department 
within the Environmental Management Directorate. Since the 
District is also along the coast, a Coastal Management 
Programme exists to ensure that the District’s coastline is 
managed in a proper and effective manner.
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The West Coast District Municipality implemented three EPIP 
projects during the 2016/2017 financial year. These include 
Working on Waste, People and Parks and Working for the 
Coast projects. The EPIP projects to date have benefited 
about 1,780 people with majority of the employment falling 
within Cederberg (632 jobs) and Saldanha Bay (707 jobs). It 
should be noted that there may have been other environmen-
tal programmes funded by government agencies, the data 
provided here is limited to those programmes funded by 
DEA.

The DEA is responsible for the implementation of the Environ-
mental Protection and Infrastructure Programmes (EPIPs) as well 
as Natural Resources Management (NRM) programmes. The 
objective of the EPIP and NRM is to conserve natural assets, 
protect the environment and alleviate poverty through a number 
of programmes implemented at the community level. The 
programmes are a key driver for job creation and environmental 
protection in the region and include the following focus areas:

LEGEND
NRM Projects

Rehabilitation
Alien Plant Clearing

EPIP Projects
Working on Waste
People and Parks
Working for the Coast

    Alien Plant Clearing: Removal of alien vegetation from environ-
mentally sensitive areas to ensure biodiversity conservation and 
the generation of employment opportunities to relieve poverty.

    Working on Waste: A proactive preventative measure that 
recognises that inadequate waste services may lead to causing 
visual disturbance, health hazards, and environmental degrada-
tion.

    Greening and Open Space Management:  Restoration and 
rehabilitation of neglected open spaces within communities in 
order to improve the social well-being of communities and 
minimise environmental degradation.

    Working for Land:  Ensures degraded ecosystems are restored 
to their formal or original state wherein they are able to maintain 
or support the natural species of that system.

    Working for the Coast:  Aims to create and implement 
programmes to ensure sustainable and equitable maintenance of 
the coastal environments.

    People and Parks:  Addresses issues at the interface between 
conservation and communities and promotes fair access and 
equitable sharing of benefits of natural resources.

EPIP PROJECTS
Work Opportunities 

Created
1,780

DISTRICT POPULATION
Unemployed(AGE 15-64)

23,569
Poverty Headcount

7,902

Source: Census SA, 2011

Organisational Arrangement
Existing Environmental Unit
Number of Officials

Building Regulations
Air Pollution
Storm Management Systems
Beach and Amusement
Fire fighting
Local Tourism
Municipal Airports
Municipal Planning
Public Transportation
H O & Sanitation

2 2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Scheduled Functions Performed
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Designation of Officers in terms of SEMAs

Availability of Sector Plans per SEMAs for period 2015-2020

Environmental Control Officers

Number

Air Quality Officials

Number

Waste Management Officials

Number

Climate Change Officials

Number

Biodiversity Officials

Number

EIA Officials

Number

Environmental Conservation Officials

Number

Environmental Management Inspectors

Number

Integrated Coastal Management Officials

Integrated Development Plan

Com Dev SP

Eco Dev SP

Climate Change Action Plan

Spatial Development Framework

Air Quality Management Plan

Disaster Risk Management Plan

Integrated Waste Management Plan

State of Environment Report

Environmental By-Laws
Air Quality Act

Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act

National Environmental Management Act

Environmental Laws Rationalisation Act

Marine Living Resources Act

Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act

Municipal Systems Act

Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act

Water Services Amendment Act

Environmental Management Stuctures/Forums
Environmental structures/forums

Number

Alternative structures/forums if environmental structures not available

Number of meetings in a financial year

Local councillor/community representative involved in structure/forum

Legal Unit that assist with environmental discussions

Other external organisations involved in the structures/forums

1 0

0 0 1 0 2 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0

3 1 1
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Environmental Management 
Governance Checklist
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Challenges
    Non-compliance of environmental requirements within 
both public and private sector.
    Lack of social upliftment that will decrease a large 
dependency on natural resources.

Proposed Interventions
    Implement the District’s economic development strategy 
to ensure that more jobs are created for the unemployed.
    Promote effective sustainable environmental protection 
and management.
    Develop more environmental awareness programmes.
    Implementation of the District’s EMF.
 

Challenges
    Availability of new technology to utilize to allow efficient 
and dynamic environmental services.
    The lack of support in the green economy in some of 
District Municipality’s areas.
    Lack of awareness amongst some citizens of the natural 
environment’s importance and the effects of unsustainable 
lifestyles.   
   
Proposed Interventions
    Promote the use of technologies that will make environ-
mental services much more efficient and dynamic.
    Promote the green economy, especially in places that have 
potential due to their geographic location.
    Promote sustainable living among the citizens.
 

Source: Department of Environmental Affairs. 2017.
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Rivers
Wetlands
Estuaries
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THREATENED ECOSYSTEMS

Source: CapeNature. 2016.

STATUS OF ECOSYSTEMS WITHIN THE DISTRICT

Source: CapeNature. 2016.

 CRITICAL BIODIVERSITY AREAS AND ECOLOGICAL SUPPORT AREAS

PROTECTION CATEGORIES

The South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) defines 
Critical Biodiversity Areas (CBAs) as regions required to meet 
biodiversity targets for ecosystems, species and ecological 
processes, as identified in a systematic biodiversity plan. An 
ecosystem refers to all living things in an area and the way they 
affect each other and their environment. 

CBA s can be divided into CBA 1 (Areas that are likely to be in 
natural condition) and CBA 2 (potentially degraded or represent 
secondary vegetation) (Western Cape Biodiversity Spatial Plan 
Handbook, 2017)
 
Ecological Support Areas (ESAs) are areas required to support 
and sustain the ecological functioning of CBAs. These are 
functional but are not necessarily pristine natural areas and cover 
a small portion of the District.   A list of threatened terrestrial 
ecosystems was published in 2011 under the National Environ-
mental Management: Biodiversity Act (Act 10 of 2004).  The 
primary purpose of listing threatened ecosystems is to reduce the 
rate of ecosystem and species extinction (SANBI, 2011).
 
In the District, issues of biodiversity, sustainable environmental 
management as well as environmental input on various environ-
mental forums and workshops are addressed by numerous 
organisations.  These organisations include Cape West Coast 
Biosphere, Greater Cederberg Biodiversity Corridor (GCBC), and 
government departments such as the Department of Environmen-
tal Affairs, Department of Agriculture, Landcare, Department of 
Water and Sanitation and Department Agriculture Fisheries and 
Forestry, as well as CapeNature.
 
West Coast District falls with the Western Capes biodiversity 
hotspot, which is unique and has reserves, conservancies as well 
as private reserves that are within the District. These resources 
form the critical foundation of the tourism economy in the region.  

The West Coast District Municipality has protected areas (11.5%) 
as well as CBAs and ESAs, which are divided into four groups:
  
    Critical Biodiversity Areas (16%)
    Critical Biodiversity Areas 2: Degraded (0.3%)
    Ecological Support Areas (13.2%)
    Ecological Support Areas 2: Restore (3.04%)

The abovementioned categories are further divided into four 
categories: Least Threatened (55%), Vulnerable (16%), Critically 
Endangered (16%) and Endangered (13%).

TERRESTRIAL VEGETATION

The West Coast District Municipality is divided into four biomes. 
These biomes are the Forest, Azonal Vegetation, Succulent Karoo 
and the Fynbos biome. The majority of the District is dominated 
by the Fynbos biome which covers 17,587.17km  (56.54%) and 
the Succulent Karoo which covers approximately 12,839.28km  
(41.27%). The Forest (0.01%) and Azonal Vegetation (2.18%) 
biomes are interspersed across the District in smaller areas, and 
they cover a combined total area of 681.63km .
 

COASTLINE

The coastline is an economic asset to West Coast District Municipality’s tourist 
and lifestyle economy. All the local municipalities have a strip of coastline under 
their management. A large proportion of land along the District’s coast is under 
conservation as it is unsuitable for agriculture. The Cape West Coast Biosphere 
Reserve is an important sustainable development initiative and it includes 
protected areas in the coastal zone such as Dassen Island, the Grotto Bay, and 
Jakkalsfontein Private Nature Reserves.
Saldanha Bay is the only harbour on West Coast that is naturally well protected 
from prevailing winds and heavy swells. This harbour therefore supports many 
commercial marine activities including fishing, mussel harvesting, mariculture 
and seafood processing factories. There are also a number of marine protected 
areas in the District, which include Jutten Island, Malgas Island and Sixteen Mile 
Beach. Langebaan Lagoon has been declared a RAMSAR site and it is a very 
important for feeding and breeding area for marine and birdlife.

Lastly, the general attraction of the coast relates to recreational and residential 
uses.  This has placed enormous pressure on the coastal zone as a whole, 
especially sensitive areas. The coastal zone is also under strain from extreme 
events associated with climate change. If the coastline remains intact, it will 
provide a functional buffer that will protect inland infrastructure and settlements 
from the full impacts anticipated to come from these events. Breaches into the 
coastal zone by human made systems, may place inland infrastructure and 
settlement systems at significant risk.

RIVERS AND WETLANDS

Wetlands are defined by the Integrated Coastal Management Act (Act 24 of 
2008) (ICMA) as “land, which is transitional between terrestrial and aquatic 
systems where the water table is usually at or near the surface, or the land is 
periodically covered with shallow water and supports vegetation typically 
adapted to life in saturated soils”. Wetlands are a critical part of our natural 
environment. They reduce the impacts of floods; absorb pollutants to improve 
water quality.
 
The West Coast District falls within the Olifants-Doorn and Bergrivier Water 
Management Areas. There are six estuaries, 11 rivers and a large number of 
wetlands within the District. There are two major rivers, the Berg and Olifants 
Rivers, which flow through the District, both having permanently open estuaries. 
These estuaries provide a key habitat for a number of endemic and important 
bird and fish species.
Most of the wetland resources in the District have been moderately to severely 
impacted by human activity which include grazing, agriculture, water abstraction, 
over-fishing, recreational activities as well as salt mining.

LEGEND

Critically Endangered
Endangered
Vulnerable
Least Threatened

LEGEND

Azonal Vegetation
Forests
Fynbos
Succulent Karoo

Challenges
    Changes in regime flow caused by inappropriate development, 
overgrazing, catchment hardening and degraded wetlands.
    Recreational and residential uses places enormous pressure on the 
coastal zone, especially sensitive areas.
    Development in the floodplains and estuary functional zones have 
placed a number of people at risk and reduced ecological infrastructure 
benefits.
    Over abstraction of water in the catchments leads to reduce flow in 
estuaries and reduction in ecosystem functioning.
    Illegal vehicle access onto the wetlands.
    Infestation of alien vegetation in the riparian areas.

Proposed Interventions
    Create awareness initiatives that will encourage protection of the 
wetlands and prohibit access to sensitive areas.
    Prohibit development on floodplains.
    Limit water abstraction in wetlands.
    Implementation of the Marine Biodiversity Plan.
    Eradication of alien invasive species.

LEGEND

Protected Areas
Critical Biodiversity Areas
Critical Biodiversity Areas 2: Degraded
Ecological Support Areas
Ecological Support Areas 2: Restore

2

2

2

              (Percent Rounded)

Critically 
Endangered

16%

Endangered
13%

Least 
Threatened

55%

Vulnerable
16%

Source: SANBI & CSIR. 2011-2012 (http://bgis.sanbi.org/nfepa/project.asp).

Source: South African National Biodiversity Institute. 2012.

VEGETATION - BIOMES

Source: CapeNature. 2016.



This District Municipal Profile provides an overview of the current environmental status quo and current challenges within West Coast 
District Municipality.  The intention of the profile is to deepen awareness of environmental aspects within the District in order to highlight key 
considerations for future development planning. 
 
The District Municipal Profile is based on existing information made available by the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) in respect 
of the following thematic areas:  Environmental Management Governance; Environmental Programmes; Biodiversity; Waste Management; 
Air Quality; Climate Risk and Vulnerability; and Climate Change Mitigation.
 
West Coast District Municipality is one of six district municipalities in the Western Cape Province. Whilst it is the second largest District, 
accounting for 24.04% of the total area of the province, the District accommodates the third least number of people with a population of 
approximately 416,025 people in 116,979 households and a population density of 14.0 persons per km  (West Coast District Municipality 
IDP, 2017).
 
The District covers an area of 31,099km  and comprises of five local municipalities, namely: Matzikama, Cederberg, Bergrivier, Saldanha 
Bay and Swartland. It borders the Namakwa District (Northern Cape Province) to the north and northeast, the Cape Winelands District 
Municipality to the southeast, and the City of Cape Town to the south. All the local municipalities have access to the Atlantic Ocean in the 
West and are connected by the N7 national road with the exception of Saldanha Bay Local Municipality. The seat of the District is Moor-
reesburg (West Coast District Municipality IDP, 2017).
 
Emphasis has been placed on the southern part of the District which includes the Swartland and Saldanha Bay Local Municipalities where 
there has been a planned expansion of Saldanha Port.  This future expansion is set to play a significant part in driving the economy and 
elevating Saldanha as a Regional Economic Hub within the province. Saldanha Bay and Swartland are the fastest growing local municipali-
ties in the District. Thirty-five percent of the District’s population fall with the working potential group aged from 15–34 years (Statistics SA, 
2011).
 
The West Coast District Municipality’s economy is made up of different sectors, which includes all primary secondary and tertiary sectors. 
The largest three sectors are Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Business services (27%), followed by Manufacturing (17%) and lastly 
Agriculture, Fishing and Forestry (14%). The District has been the slowest growing (3.0%, 2005-2013) in the Province. However, it experi-
enced strong growth in its construction (6.2%) and commercial services (6.1%) sectors. The sectors that experienced a contraction over 
the 2005-2013 period were agriculture (-0.3%), manufacturing (-0.3%) and other (-3.0%) sectors (West Coast District Municipality IDP, 
2017).
 
The District is renowned for its coastal towns which are amongst the most visited destinations in the Western Cape because of the rich 
history and culture.  The West Coast District is also specifically popular for its natural flower display in parts of the Matzikama and Ceder-
berg areas as well as the Cederberg Mountains; the attractive seaside villages and pristine beaches at Yzerfontein, Paternoster and 
Lambertsbay; as well as the Rooibos cultivation area and the Langebaan Lagoon (IDP, 2017).

Proposed Interventions
    Adopt and strictly implement the Spatial Development 
Framework
    Raise awareness on the important of ecosystems and the 
dangers of natural habitat destruction
    Create job opportunities through the formulation of viable 
economic policy

WASTE MANAGEMENT
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AIR QUALITY

AIR QUALITY MONITORING STATIONS AND EMISSIONS LICENCE FACILITIES

Local government is 
mandated to provide 
waste management 
services. Waste 
management is the 
collection, transport, 
processing or disposal of 
waste materials in an 
effort to reduce their 
effect on human health 
and the local environ-
ment. Waste manage-
ment in South Africa is 
administrated by the 
National Environmental 
Management: Waste Act 
(Act 59 of 2008) 
(NEMWA). The manage-
ment of waste in South 
Africa has been based 
on the principles of the 
waste management 
hierarchy as a 
recognised international 
model for the prioritisa-
tion of waste manage-
ment options. It offers a 
holistic approach for 
waste avoidance, 
reduction, re-use, 
recycling, recovery, 
treatment, and safe 
disposal as a last resort.

Waste management is 
mostly controlled through 
municipal by-laws and 
every municipality is 
required in terms of the 
Municipal System Act to 
have an Integrated Waste 
Management Plan (IWMP). 
Solid waste management 
in the District is dealt with 
through the West Coast 
District Municipality's 
IWMP. The IWMP was 
commissioned by the 
District to address waste 
management challenges.

The primary objective of 
integrated waste manage-
ment planning is to 
integrate and optimise 
waste management, in 
order to maximise efficien-
cy and minimise the 
associated environmental 
impacts and financial 
costs, and to improve the 
quality of life of all 
residents within West 
Coast District Municipality. 
The Plan takes particular 
note of importance of local 
authority waste manage-
ment planning. 

According to the IDP, the 
second generation IWMP 
was approved by council in 
2012. The third generation 
IWMP is currently under 
review. Furthermore, a 
number of initiatives under 
the plan are in development 
and are being implemented.
 
In the West Coast District 
there six waste disposal 
sites, with some local 
municipalities with more 
than one, whereas there 
two that do not have.  The 
IWMP states that there are 
ongoing discussions 
regarding the development 
of a new regional solid 
waste disposal site, 
primarily to support the 
Cederberg and Matzikama 
Local Municipalities.  There 
are three waste transfer 
facilities within the District, 
where waste is collected, 
consolidated and trans-
ferred to disposal sites. 
There are also five effluent 
treatment works as well as 
three waste treating 
facilities. 

    Establish an effective and 
sound basis for planning and 
management of air quality;
    To manage air quality that 
will promote human health 
and well-being;
    To encourage sustainable 
economic development that is 
not harmful to residents and 
ecosystem;
    To allocate accountability to 
appropriate polluters; and
    To ensure effective 
communication and public 
participation

The West Coast District 
Municipality has an AQMP 
which was developed in 2011 
and is currently being 
implemented by the council. 
Within the District there are 
23 facilities that have been 
issued with AELs, 13 of which 
are located in Saldanha Bay, 
five in Matzikama, two in 
Bergrivier and three in 
Swartland. There are four Air 
Quality Monitoring Stations 
(AQMS) in the District, three  
 

are located in Saldanha Bay 
and one in Swartland. The 
District has been designated 
as the AEL authority with the 
responsibility of issuing AELs.
 
Saldanha Bay has a highly 
developed industrial area in 
which Transnet Port Termi-
nals, ArcelorMittal South Africa 
Saldanha Works and 
EXXARO Namakwa Sands. In 
Saldanha Bay and Vredenburg 
air quality monitoring is carried 
out to measure the ambient air 
quality (West Coast District 
Municipality, 2017). The West 
Coast District Municipality has 
a wide variety of sectors in 
which business operates such 
as manufacturing, agriculture, 
fishing, forestry, trade trans-
port, storage and construction. 
Due to all the economic 
sectors in which West Coast 
District Municipality partakes 
in, having multiple AELs and 
an AQMS allows for a more 
accurate measurement of air 
quality.

WASTE FACILITIES
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Section 24 of the Constitution of 
South Africa states that every-
one has a right to an environ-
ment that is not harmful to their 
health. Air quality is the compo-
sition of the air in terms of the 
pollution it contains, and can be 
classed into two types; indoor 
air quality and ambient 
(outdoor) air quality. The 
purpose of the National Environ-
mental Management: Air Quality 
Act (39 of 2004) (NEMAQA) is 
to protect the environment and 
improve air quality through the 
minimisation of air pollution. 
NEMAQA shifted the focus of air 
quality management from 
source-based control to 
receptor-based impact.  To 
promote this Constitutional right, 
the NEMAQA provided the 
framework to establish National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS).  The NAAQS (GN 
1209 of 2009) provides the 
emission limits for priority 
pollutants that include: sulphur 
dioxide (SO ), nitrogen dioxide 
(NO ), particulate matter with an 
aerodynamic diameter of less 
than 10 micron meters (PM  ), 
ozone (O ), benzene (C H ) and 
lead (Pb).
 
Regulations promulgated under 
NEMAQA provide a comprehen-
sive list of activities that require 
licensing, due to their potential 
for negative impact on the 
environment. Any activity 
identified as a Listed Activity is 
required to apply for an Atmo-
spheric Emission License 
(AEL). Furthermore, each 
activity may be subject to 
monitoring requirements.
 
The National Framework for Air 
Quality Management provides 
guidance for government to 
meet the requirements of 
Section 24 of the Bill of Rights. 
Section 15(1) of the NEMAQA, 
urges the Municipality to include 
an Air Quality Management Plan 
(AQMP) in its IDP. An AQMP is 
a tool that a District and all 
stakeholders can use to 
promote sound air quality 
management practices within 
the District. It also provides a 
framework for the local munici-
palities and has the following 
objectives:

2

2

10

3 6 6

Waste avoidance & Reduction

Re-use

Recycling

Recovery

Treatment
&

disposal

Waste Management
Hierarchy as per the
National Waste
Management Strategy

Source DEA (2012a)

LEGEND

Composting

Disposal of Waste
Effluent Waste or Sewage Treatment Works
Treatment of Waste
Waste Transfer Facilities

Challenges

    Waste separation at 
source of domestic and 
hazardous waste.

    Lack of landfill facilities 
for the Cederberg and 
Matzikama Local Munici-
palities.

    Shortage of waste 
facilities leads to illegal 
dumping of waste.

Proposed Interventions

    Adoption and full 
implementation of the 
latest IWMP.

    Implementation of the 
District’s Waste Minimisa-
tion Strategy.

    Allocation of funds for 
the provision of landfill 
sites within local munici-
palities. 

Challenges
    Lack of consistency of 
industrial measurement of 
AQ parameters and lack of 
capacity of AQOs to 
oversee and monitor AQ.
    Poor implementation of 
the District’s AQMP.
    Lack of control in respect 
of industrial and construc-
tion related air emissions.
    Due to financial implica-
tions, the possibility of 
funding projects and 
programmes to improve air 
quality is not always 
possible.

Proposed Interventions
     Appointment of AQOs to 
correctly monitor and 
ensure industries adhere to 
the District AQMP.
    Develop more AQMS to 
accurately monitor ambient 
air quality in order to 
achieve and sustain 
acceptable air quality levels 
within the District.
    Work with industry to 
ensure consistent air quality 
data is being collected.
    Keep the internet based 
emissions inventory 
up-to-date on listed 
activities and ensure 
industries report atmospher-
ic emissions annually to 
ensure AELs and AQMPs 
are adhered to.

Source: Department of Environmental Affairs. 2017.

Source: Department of Environmental Affairs. 2017.



Proposed Interventions
    Implement the District’s economic development strategy 
to ensure that more jobs are created for the unemployed.
    Promote effective sustainable environmental protection 
and management.
    Develop more environmental awareness programmes.
    Implementation of the District’s EMF.
 

CLIMATE RISK AND VULNERABILITY
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Storm Surges and Sea Level Rise

A storm surge refers to an abnormally high sea level, which is often 
accompanied by severe meteorological conditions and high tides. The 
effects of a storm surge are felt differently at different coastal environ-
ments, depending on many factors such as bathymetry, geology, 
shoreline shape, shoreline elevation, nature of the coastline defences 
and the degree of exposure to waves. With a rise in sea-level and 
increase in frequency and intensity of sea storms, accompanied by an 
increase in wave heights, the South African coastline is expected to 
experience:
    Increased saltwater intrusion and raised groundwater tables
    Increased flooding, with greater extent and frequency
    Increased coastal erosion
    More frequent destruction of coastal property and infrastructure
    Periodic destruction or negative disruption of the coastal natural 
environment (often natural protection from coastal erosion)
The coastal zone is also under strain from extreme events associated 
with climate change. If the coastline remains intact, it will provide a 
functional buffer that will protect inland infrastructure and settlements 
from the full impacts anticipated to come from these events. The 
majority of the West Coast District coastline is relatively protected from 
extreme sea level and estuary/river flooding events at present, due to 
the rocky and elevated coastal dune nature of a large portion of the 
coastline (Western Cape Government, 2011). The District commis-
sioned a Coastal Management Plan (CMP) to regulate the activities and 
protect the coastline. 

South Africa is mostly vulnerable to climate 
change because of its dependence on 
climate-sensitive economic sectors and fossil 
fuels.  Climate mitigation measures are efforts 
put in place to reduce or prevent emission of 
greenhouse gases. These include technologi-
cal changes and substitutions that reduce 
resource inputs and emissions and enhance 
“sinks” of greenhouse gases.
 
The National Disaster Management Frame-
work is a direct way in which municipalities are 
empowered to act on climate change and 
already have existing institutional arrange-
ments. Under this, the Municipal Disaster 
Management Centre must develop a progres-
sive risk profile for the municipality and 
integrate this into the IDP process to enable 
disaster risk reduction. The broader mandate 
for local government to respond to climate 
change is rooted in South Africa’s Constitution 
because many critical actions required for 
climate change responses fall within the 
responsibility of local government.

Due to the energy intensive nature 
of the South African economy, the mitigation 
of greenhouse gases is not easy or inexpen-
sive. The Government must support and 
facilitate the mitigation plans of, in particular, 
the energy, transport and industrial sectors. 
In order to contribute to national and global 
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and build a sustainable low carbon econo-
my, West Coast District has identified  
responses such as reduction in need for 
transport fuels, compact settlement 
planning, reduction in energy use 
and switch to renewable energy.

Source: National Disaster Management Centre. 2013.
Originator: Agricultural Research Council
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Our climate is important because it determines both how and 
where we live and how we organise our societies and our 
economic activity. We refer to climate change when we are 
describing alterations to prevailing climatic conditions, which 
persist for long periods (decades to millennia). Increasingly, 
the phrase “climate change” is used to refer to changes in 
global and regional climate in response to human influences.
 
Human activities result in emissions of four principal green-
house gases: carbon dioxide (CO ), methane (CH ), nitrous 
oxide (N O) and the halocarbons. These gases accumulate in 
the atmosphere, causing concentrations to increase with 
time. Significant increases in all of these gases have 
occurred in the industrial era. The emission of these gases 
destroy ozone in the stratosphere. Ozone is a gas in the 
atmosphere that protects everything living on the earth from 
harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays from the sun.
 
A Policy Framework for Climate Change Response (PFCR) 
in the District was compiled in 2014.  According to the PFCR, 
the West Coast District will be challenged by the uncertainty 
regarding specific long terms projections on the local impacts 
of climate change, compounded by a lack of institutional 
capacity and budgetary limitations.
 
According to the 2017 IDP, a Climate Change Framework 
has been compiled and was formally approved and adopted 
by Council. The framework emphasises the significant impact 
and mitigation and adaptation efforts that need to be 
coordinated in the District, in partnership with other role 
players.
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Flooding

The only anticipated flooding risk attributed to climate change 
is from the projected sea level rise.  Sea level rise is 
expected to cause saline intrusions, erosion, increased 
erosion and inundation, a loss of private property and 
community assets, a loss of beach width; as well as changes 
to wetland and estuary ecosystems.

Veld Fires

Veld fires are expected to increase due to the drying factor 
caused by the drought. Fynbos is one of the largest biomes 
in the District, and its flora is very pyrophitic therefore, veld 
fire intensity may also increase, and increased fires may 
increase the risk of damages of infrastructure.

Challenges

    Lack of climate change orientated programs for increasing awareness.

    Increased emissions resulting from land use change, dependence on fossil 
fuels and increased electricity use.

Proposed Interventions

     Reduce dependence on oil and coal based sources of energy.

    Natural areas (forests, grasslands etc.) need to be protected from clearing 
and rehabilitated due to their important role in carbon sequestration and 
reducing greenhouse gases.

    Encouragement of alternative energy options and improve energy efficiency.

    Invest in climate change and mitigation strategies’ research.
 

Droughts

Research done in the District has shown that the West 
Coast area will become a very dry area with less rainfall 
and, therefore less water. The economy of the West Coast 
District is dependent upon water, and to mitigate the risk of 
not having sufficient water, the possibility of the construc-
tion of a desalination plant has been investigated. A 
Climate Change Strategy will be developed during the 
2017/2018 financial year and the emphasis will be on 
mitigating the impact and reducing the risk that climate 
change will have on the environment. Challenges

   The failure of structuring infrastructure projects to consider 
climate change risk.
    Biodiversity threat due to veld fires and drought.
    Development within flood plains and within the 100m flood line.
    Lack of coastal awareness to make coastal residents aware of 
the importance of maintaining indigenous vegetated coastlines.

Proposed Interventions
    Develop more programmes and initiatives to address climate change.
    Promote awareness of renewable resources to reduce atmospheric 
emissions.
    Enhance best practice town and land use planning. Implementation of 
Coastal Setback Lines.
    Enforce the coastal buffer zone as defined in the National Environ-
mental Management: Integrated Coastal Management Act (Act 24 of 
2008).
    Implementation of Integrated coastal management and CMP.
    Undertake coastal education drive to make coastal residents aware of 
the importance of maintaining indigenous vegetated areas.
 


